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Abstract
In this paper we study the number of vertex recolorings that an algorithm needs to perform in
order to maintain a proper coloring of a graph under insertion and deletion of vertices and edges. We
present two algorithms that achieve different trade-offs between the number of recolorings and the
number of colors used. For any d > 0, the first algorithm maintains a proper O(CdN1/d)-coloring
while recoloring at most O(d) vertices per update, where C and N are the maximum chromatic
number and maximum number of vertices, respectively. The second algorithm reverses the trade-off,
maintaining an O(Cd)-coloring with O(dN1/d) recolorings per update. The two converge when
d = logN , maintaining an O(C logN)-coloring with O(logN) recolorings per update. We also present
a lower bound, showing that any algorithm that maintains a c-coloring of a 2-colorable graph on N
vertices must recolor at least Ω(N
2
c(c−1) ) vertices per update, for any constant c ≥ 2.
1 Introduction
It is hard to underestimate the importance of the graph coloring problem in computer science and
combinatorics. The problem is certainly among the most studied questions in those fields, and countless
applications and variants have been tackled since it was first posed for the special case of maps in the
mid-nineteenth century. Similarly, the maintenance of some structures in dynamic graphs has been the
subject of study of several volumes in the past couple of decades [2, 3, 13, 21, 22, 24]. In this setting,
an algorithmic graph problem is modelled in the dynamic environment as follows. There is an online
sequence of insertion and deletion of edges or vertices, and our goal is to maintain the solution of the graph
problem after each update. A trivial way to maintain this solution is to run the best static algorithm for
this problem after each update; however, this is clearly not optimal. A dynamic graph algorithm seeks to
maintain some clever data structure for the underlying problem such that the time taken to update the
solution is much smaller than that of the best static algorithm.
In this paper, we study the problem of maintaining a coloring in a dynamic graph undergoing insertions
and deletions of both vertices and edges. At first sight, this may seem to be a hopeless task, since
there exist near-linear lower bounds on the competitive factor of online graph coloring algorithms [11], a
restricted case of the dynamic setting. In order to break through this barrier, we allow a “fair” number
of vertex recolorings per update. We focus on the combinatorial aspect of the problem – the trade-off
between the number of colors used versus the number of recolorings per update. We present a strong
general lower bound and two simple algorithms that provide complementary trade-offs.
1.0.1 Definitions and Results.
Let C be a positive integer. A C-coloring of a graph G is a function that assigns a color in {1, . . . , C}
to each vertex of G. A C-coloring is proper if no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same color. We
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say that G is C-colorable if it admits a proper C-coloring, and we call the smallest such C the chromatic
number of G.
A recoloring algorithm is an algorithm that maintains a proper coloring of a simple graph while that
graph undergoes a sequence of updates. Each update adds or removes either an edge or a vertex with a
set of incident edges. We say that a recoloring algorithm is c-competitive if it uses at most c · Cmax colors,
where Cmax is the maximum chromatic number of the graph during the updates.
For example, an algorithm that computes the optimal coloring after every update is 1-competitive,
but may recolor every vertex for every update. At the other extreme, we can give each vertex a unique
color, resulting in a linear competitive factor for an algorithm that (re)colors at most 1 vertex per update.
In this paper, we investigate intermediate solutions that use more than C colors but recolor a sublinear
number of vertices per update. Note that we do not assume that the value C is known in advance, or at
any point during the algorithm.
In Section 2, we present two complementary recoloring algorithms: an O(dN1/d)-competitive algorithm
with an amortized O(d) recolorings per update, and an O(d)-competitive algorithm with an amortized
O(dN1/d) recolorings per update, where d is a positive integer parameter and N is the maximum number
of vertices in the graph during a sequence of updates. Interestingly, for d = Θ(logN), both are O(logN)-
competitive with an amortized O(logN) vertex recolorings per update. Using standard techniques, the
algorithms can be made sensitive to the current (instead of the maximum) number of vertices in the
graph. In addition, we present de-amortized versions of both algorithms in Section 3. These de-amortized
versions have the same competitive ratio and recolorings per update as the amortized versions.
We provide lower bounds in Section 4. In particular, we show that for any recoloring algorithm
A using c colors, there exists a specific 2-colorable graph on N vertices and a sequence of m edge
insertions and deletions that forces A to perform at least Ω(m ·N 2c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings. Thus, any
x-competitive recoloring algorithm performs in average at least Ω(N
1
x(2x−1) ) recolorings per update.
To allow us to focus on the combinatorial aspects, we assume that we have access to an algorithm
that, at any time, can color the current graph (or an induced subgraph) using few colors. Of course,
finding an optimal coloring of an n-vertex graph is NP-complete in general [15] and even NP-hard to
approximate to within n1− for any  > 0 [26]. Still, this assumption is not as strong as it sounds. Most
practical instances can be colored efficiently [6], and for several important classes of graphs the problem
is solvable or approximable in polynomial time, including bipartite graphs, planar graphs, k-degenerate
graphs, and unit disk graphs [17].
1.0.2 Related results.
Dynamic graph coloring. The problem of maintaining a coloring of a graph that evolves over time has
been tackled before, but to our knowledge, only from the points of view of heuristics and experimental
results. This includes for instance results from Preuveneers and Berbers [20], Ouerfelli and Bouziri [18],
and Dutot et al. [9]. A related problem of maintaining a graph-coloring in an online fashion was studied
by Borowiecki and Sidorowicz [5]. In that problem, vertices lose their color, and the algorithm is asked to
recolor them.
Online graph coloring. The online version of the problem is closely related to our setting, except
that most variants of the online problem only allow the coloring of new vertices, which then cannot be
recolored later. Near-linear lower bounds on the best achievable competitive factor have been proven
by Halldo´rsson and Szegedy more than two decades ago [11]. They show their bound holds even when
the model is relaxed to allow a constant fraction of the vertices to change color over the whole sequence.
This, however, does not contradict our results. We allow our algorithms to recolor all vertices at some
point, but we bound only the number of recolorings per update. Algorithms for online coloring with
competitive factor coming close, or equal to this lower bound have been proposed by Lova´sz et al. [16],
Vishwanathan [25], and Halldo´rsson [10].
Dynamic graphs. Several techniques have been used for the maintenance of other structures in dynamic
graphs, such as spanning trees, transitive closure, and shortest paths. Surveys by Demetrescu et al. [7, 8]
give a good overview of those. Recent progress on dynamic connectivity [14] and approximate single-source
shortest paths [12] are witnesses of the current activity in this field.
Data structure dynamization. Our bucketing algorithms are very much inspired by standard techniques
for the dynamization of static data structures, pioneered by Bentley and Saxe [23, 4], and by Overmars
and van Leeuwen [19].
2
1.1 Outline
In this section, we describe the intuition behind the two complementary recoloring algorithms presented
in this paper: the small and the large bucket algorithms. Both algorithms partition the vertices of the
graph into a set of buckets. Each bucket has C colors that are not used by any other bucket. These colors
are used to properly color the subgraph induced by the vertices the bucket contains. This guarantees
that the entire graph is always properly colored. Recall however that we assume that our algorithms have
no prior knowledge of the value of C.
The small-buckets algorithm uses many “small” buckets. This causes it to use more colors, but fewer
recolorings per operation. The buckets are grouped into d levels (for some integer d > 0), each containing
roughly n1/d buckets, and all buckets on the same level have the same capacity (roughly ni/d for level i).
(Here n denotes the current number of vertices.) Since each bucket uses at most the first C colors of its
unique set of colors, the small-buckets algorithm uses a total of O(dN1/d · C) colors.
The idea of the algorithm is simple: every time that an edge is added, we remove one of its endpoints
from the bucket it lies in, and we move it to an empty bucket in the first level. At some point this
operation “fills” the first level of buckets by filling all buckets at that level. Then all the vertices in this
level are promoted to the next level. This promotion can be propagated again at the next level if that is
also filled. If this propagation reaches the top level, a global recoloring is performed. Using amortization
arguments, we can show that the algorithm performs O(d) amortized recolorings per update. Intuitively,
it suffices to move and recolor a constant number of vertices from each level during each update.
Our second algorithm uses larger buckets and thus uses fewer colors, but more recolorings per operation.
Intuitively, a big bucket is the result of merging all buckets on one level of the small-buckets algorithm.
Thus, we get d buckets, corresponding to the d levels used above, where bucket i has size roughly n(i+1)/d.
Since each bucket uses C colors, the big-buckets algorithm uses a total of O(d · C) colors. The number of
recolorings per insertion however is larger as each insertion triggers a recoloring of the smallest bucket.
Whenever a bucket becomes full, it is emptied into the next bucket, which is in turn recolored. If this
propagation reaches the top level, a global recoloring is performed. We show that the big-buckets algorithm
performs O(dN1/d) amortized recolorings per update. Using standard de-amortization techniques, we are
able to obtain the same bounds in the worst-case for both algorithms.
For the lower bound, consider a graph consisting of three stars with n/3 vertices each. If a recoloring
algorithm wants to maintain a 2-coloring of this graph, then two of the stars will have the same color
scheme. By linking their roots, we force the algorithm to recolor at least n/3 vertices and removing
the added edge brings us back to the initial state with the three 2-colored stars, two of them having
the same color scheme. Repeating this process shows that any recoloring algorithm that maintains a
2-coloring needs to perform Ω(n) vertex recolorings per update. If we want to maintain a c-coloring
instead, then this idea can be extended and used in different phases. We start constructing trees that are
formed by merging stars with the same coloring scheme. Our construction builds up larger and larger
trees through updates and with every step forces the algorithm to either recolor many vertices or use
new colors. Eventually the algorithm has used up all its colors and is forced to recolor a large number of
vertices.
2 Upper bound: Recoloring-algorithms
Before describing the specific strategies, we first introduce some concepts and definitions that are common
to all our algorithms.
It is easy to see that deleting a vertex or edge never invalidates the coloring of the graph. As such, our
algorithms do not perform any recolorings when vertices or edges are deleted. The same is true when an
edge is inserted between two vertices of different color, leaving only the insertion of an edge between two
vertices of the same color, and the insertion of a new vertex, connected to a given set of current vertices,
as interesting cases. In our algorithms, we simplify this even further, by implementing the edge insertion
case as deleting one of its endpoints and re-inserting it with its new set of adjacent edges. Therefore both
the description of the algorithms and the proofs in this section consider only vertex insertions.
Our algorithms partition the vertices into a set of buckets, each of which has its own set of colors that
it uses to color the vertices it contains. This set of colors is completely distinct from the sets used by
other buckets. Since all our algorithms guarantee that the subgraph induced by the vertices inside each
bucket is properly colored, this implies that the entire graph is properly colored at all times.
The algorithms differ in the number of buckets they use and the size (maximum number of vertices)
of each bucket. Typically, there is a sequence of buckets of increasing size, and one reset bucket that
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can contain arbitrarily many vertices and that holds vertices whose color has not changed for a while.
Initially, the size of each bucket depends on the number of vertices in the input graph. As vertices are
inserted and deleted, the current number of vertices changes. When certain buckets are full, we reset
everything, to ensure that we can accommodate the new number of vertices. This involves emptying all
buckets into the reset bucket, computing a proper coloring of the entire graph, and recomputing the sizes
of the buckets in terms of the current number of vertices.
We refer to the number of vertices during the most recent reset as NR, and we express the size of
the buckets using s = dN1/dR e, where d > 0 is an integer parameter that allows us to achieve different
trade-offs between the number of colors and number of recolorings used. Since s = O(N1/d), where N is
the maximum number of vertices thus far, we state our bounds in terms of N . Note that it is also possible
to keep NR within a constant factor of the current number of vertices by triggering a reset whenever the
current number of vertices becomes too small or too large. Standard amortization techniques can be used
to show that this would cost only a constant number of additional amortized recolorings per insertion
or deletion, although deamortization would be more complicated. We omit these details for the sake of
simplicity.
2.1 Small-buckets algorithm
Our first algorithm, called the small-buckets algorithm, uses a lot of colors, but needs very few recolorings.
In addition to the reset bucket, the algorithm uses ds buckets, grouped into d levels of s buckets each.
All buckets on level i, for 0 ≤ i < d, have capacity si (see Fig. 1). Initially, the reset bucket contains all
vertices, and all other buckets are empty. Throughout the execution of the algorithm, we ensure that
every level always has at least one empty bucket. We call this the space invariant.
1
si
∞
s
1 1 1
sisi
s 1
si
Figure 1: The small-buckets algorithm uses d levels, each with s buckets of capacity si, where i is the level,
s = dN1/dR e, and NR is the number of vertices during the last reset.
When a new vertex is inserted, we place it in any empty bucket on level 0. The space invariant
guarantees the existence of this bucket. Since this bucket has a unique set of colors, assigning one of
them to the new vertex establishes a proper coloring. Of course, if this was the last empty bucket on
level 0, filling it violates the space invariant. In that case, we gather up all s vertices on this level, place
them in the first empty bucket on level 1 (which has capacity s and must exist by the space invariant),
and compute a new coloring of their induced graph using the set of colors of the new bucket. If this was
the last free bucket on level 1, we move all its vertices to the next level and repeat this procedure. In
general, if we filled the last free bucket on level i, we gather up all at most s · si = si+1 vertices on this
level, place them in an empty bucket on level i+ 1 (which exists by the space invariant), and recolor their
induced graph with the new colors. If we fill up the last level (d− 1), we reset the structure, emptying
each bucket into the reset bucket and recoloring the whole graph.
Theorem 1. For any integer d > 0, the small-buckets algorithm is an O(dN1/d)-competitive recoloring
algorithm that uses at most O(d) amortized vertex recolorings per update.
Proof. The total number of colors is bounded by the maximum number of non-empty buckets (1+d(s−1)),
multiplied by the maximum number of colors used by any bucket. Let C be the maximum chromatic
number of the graph. Since any induced subgraph of a C-colorable graph is also C-colorable, each bucket
requires at most C colors. Thus, the total number of colors is at most (1 + d(s− 1))C, and the algorithm
is O(dN1/d)-competitive.
To analyze the number of recolorings, we use a simple charging scheme that places coins in the buckets
and pays one coin for each recoloring. Whenever we place a vertex in a bucket on level 0, we give d+ 2
coins to that bucket. One of these coins is immediately used to pay for the vertex’s new color, leaving
d+ 1 coins. In general, we maintain the invariant that each non-empty bucket on level i has si · (d− i+ 1)
coins.
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When we merge the vertices on level i into a new bucket on level i + 1, we pay a single coin for
each vertex that changes color. Since each bucket had si · (d − i + 1) coins, and we recolored at most
s · si = si+1 vertices, our new bucket has at least s · si · (d− i+ 1)− si+1 = si+1 · (d− (i+ 1) + 1) coins
left, satisfying the invariant.
When we fill up level d− 1, we reset the structure and recolor all vertices. At this point, the buckets
on level d− 1 have a total of s · sd−1 · (d− (d− 1) + 1) = 2sd coins, and no more than sd vertices. Since
all new vertices are inserted on level 0, and vertices are moved to the reset bucket only during a reset,
the number of vertices in the reset bucket is at most NR. Since s
d = dN1/dR ed ≥ (N1/dR )d = NR, we have
enough coins to recolor all vertices. Thus, we require no more than d+ 2 = O(d) amortized recolorings
per update.
2.2 Big-buckets algorithm
s s
i
∞
sd
Figure 2: Besides the reset bucket, the big-buckets al-
gorithm uses d buckets, each with capacity si+1, where
i is the bucket number.
Our second algorithm, called the big-buckets algo-
rithm, is similar to the small-buckets algorithm, ex-
cept it merges all buckets on the same level into a
single larger bucket. Specifically, the algorithm uses
d buckets in addition to the reset bucket. These
buckets are numbered sequentially from 0 to d− 1,
with bucket i having capacity si+1, see Fig. 2. Since
we use far fewer buckets, an upper bound on the
total number of colors drops significantly, to (d+ 1)C. Of course, as we will see later, we pay for this in
the number recolorings. Similar to the space invariant in the small-buckets algorithm, the big-buckets
algorithm maintains the high point invariant : bucket i always contains at most si+1 − si vertices (its high
point).
When a new vertex is inserted, we place it in the first bucket. Since this bucket may already contain
other vertices, we recolor all its vertices, so that the subgraph induced by these vertices remains properly
colored. This revalidates the coloring, but may violate the high point invariant. If we filled bucket i
beyond its high point, we move all its vertices to bucket i+ 1 and compute a new coloring for this bucket.
We repeat this until the high point invariant is satisfied, or we fill bucket d− 1 past its high point. In the
latter case we reset, adding all vertices to the reset bucket and computing a new coloring for the entire
graph.
Theorem 2. For any integer d > 0, the big-buckets algorithm is an O(d)-competitive recoloring algorithm
that uses at most O(dN1/d) amortized vertex recolorings per update.
Proof. The bound on the number of colors follows directly from the fact that we use d buckets in addition
to the reset bucket. Hence, we use at most (d+ 1)C colors at any point in time, making the algorithms
O(d)-competitive. We proceed to analyze the number of recolorings per update.
As in the small-buckets algorithm, we give coins to each bucket that we then use to pay for recolorings.
In particular, we ensure that bucket i always has Pi = dki/sie · si+1 · (d− i) coins, where ki is the number
of vertices in bucket i.
Consider what happens when we place a vertex into bucket 0. Initially, the bucket has P0 =
dk0/s0e ·s1 · (d−0) = k0sd coins. As a result of the insertion, we need to recolor all k0 +1 vertices, and the
invariant requires that the bucket has (k0 + 1)sd coins afterwards. By the high point invariant, we have
that 1 +k0 ≤ s, so we can bound the number of coins we need to pay per update by k0 + 1 + sd ≤ (d+ 1)s.
Recall that this insertion may trigger a promotion of all vertices in bucket 0 to bucket 1, and that
this could propagate until the high point invariant is satisfied again. When we merge bucket i into
bucket i + 1, we need to recolor all vertices in these two buckets. This will be paid for by the coins
stored in the smaller bucket. At this point, the high point invariant gives us that bucket i contains at
least ki ≥ si+1 − si + 1 vertices. Thus, since dki/sie ≥ d(si+1 − si + 1)/sie = s, bucket i has at least
Pi = dki/sie · si+1 · (d− i) ≥ si+2 · (d− i) coins.
At the same time, bucket i+1 has Pi+1 = dki+1/si+1e·si+2 ·(d−i−1) coins, and needs to gain at most
si+2 · (d− i− 1) coins, as it gains at most si+1 vertices. This leaves si+2 · (d− i)− si+2 · (d− i− 1) = si+2
coins to pay for the recoloring. Since bucket i+ 1 contained no more than si+2 − si+1 vertices by the
high-point invariant, and we added at most si+1 new ones, this suffices to recolor all vertices involved
and maintain the coin invariant.
Finally, we perform a reset when bucket d− 1 passes its high point. In that case, bucket d− 1 contains
at least sd − sd−1 + 1 vertices and therefore has at least d(sd − sd−1 + 1)/sd−1e · sd · (d− d+ 1) = sd+1
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coins. Since the reset bucket contains at most NR ≤ sd vertices, we need to recolor at most 2sd vertices.
As s = dN1/dR e ≥ 2 if NR ≥ 2, we have enough coins to pay for all these recolorings. Therefore we can
maintain the coloring with (d+ 1)s = O(dN1/d) amortized recolorings per update.
3 De-amortization
In this section, we show how to de-amortize the algorithms presented in Section 2. We distinguish between
the two different strategies.
3.1 Shadow vertices
To de-amortize the two algorithms, we simulate the amortized version using fake vertices, called shadow
vertices. Each real vertex v either has a unique shadow vertex sh(v), representing its state (color and
location) in the amortized version, or has no shadow vertex, if it would be in the same location and
have the same color in the amortized algorithm. When an update happens, we first move the shadow
vertices exactly as the amortized algorithm would (creating new shadow vertices for real vertices without
a shadow if needed), and then move and recolor some real vertices to match their shadows, removing the
shadows. We call the first step the simulation step, and the second step the move step. Since we only
count recolorings of real vertices, only the move step has any actual cost - we just use the simulation step
to keep track of where vertices need to go.
The only difference between the simulated versions of the amortized algorithms and the algorithms as
presented in Section 2 is that the value for s is not allowed to decrease after a reset. Thus, s = dN1/dR e,
where NR is the maximum number of vertices during any reset so far.
3.2 Small-buckets algorithm
The de-amortized version of the small-buckets algorithm uses the same buckets as the amortized version,
except for an additional reset bucket. At each stage of the algorithm there is one primary reset bucket
and one secondary reset bucket. The primary reset bucket contains shadow vertices and real vertices
without a shadow, whose colors correspond to the reset bucket in the amortized version. The secondary
reset bucket contains real vertices with a shadow in the primary reset bucket. During a reset, the primary
and secondary reset buckets change roles.
As before, we discuss only vertex insertion. Recall that the amortized algorithm places a new vertex v
in an empty bucket on level 0, and then iteratively merges full levels into higher ones, possibly triggering
a reset if the last level fills up. During the simulation step, the de-amortized algorithm mimics this. Note
that for the purpose of the simulation, we ignore real vertices with a shadow and instead operate on their
shadow vertices. Thus, a level is considered full if every bucket contains either a shadow vertex or a real
vertex without a shadow. On the other hand, whenever the amortized algorithm uses an empty bucket,
we require that that bucket contains no real vertices at all, not even ones with a shadow. We show later
that such a bucket is always available when needed.
We first create a new shadow vertex for v and place it in an empty bucket on level 0. Then, if this
level is full, we create a shadow vertex for every real vertex on this level without one, and move all shadow
vertices to an empty bucket on level 1. Here, we color them with the new bucket’s colors so that their
induced graph is properly colored. If this fills up the new level, we repeat this until we reach a level that
is not full, or we fill up the last level. In the latter case, we trigger a reset.
During a reset, we create a new shadow vertex for all real vertices without one and move all shadow
vertices into the secondary reset bucket, computing a proper coloring for them. At this point, the primary
and secondary reset buckets switch roles. As in the amortized algorithm, we also recompute the value of
s. If s increases, we add additional empty buckets and increase the capacity of the current buckets (recall
that we do not allow s to decrease in the de-amortized versions).
All of this happens during the simulation step. During the move step, we perform the actual recolorings.
We first move and recolor the inserted vertex v to its shadow: moving it into the bucket containing sh(v),
giving it the color of sh(v), and removing sh(v). Then we move and recolor one vertex from each level to
its shadow. Specifically, for each level, we consider all buckets containing only real vertices with a shadow.
Among those buckets, we pick the bucket with the least number of vertices and move and recolor one of
its vertices to its shadow. Finally, we check the secondary reset bucket for vertices with a shadow and
move and recolor one if found. Thus, we recolor at most d+ 2 vertices per update.
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Analysis We prove correctness by arguing that an empty bucket is available when needed.
Lemma 1. After every update, there is at least one empty bucket on level 0.
Proof. Since the lemma is true for the amortized version by the space invariant, we know that after the
simulation step there is at least one bucket on level 0 that is either empty, in which case we are done, or
contains a real vertex with a shadow. In this case, the move step will empty one such bucket.
Lemma 2. Let ti be the number of updates since the last time level i was full, or the last reset, whichever
is more recent. Then there is a bucket on level i + 1 that does not contain any shadow vertices and
contains at most max(0, si+1 − ti) real vertices, each with a shadow.
Proof. We prove this by induction on ti. The base case ti = 0 follows from the space invariant of the
amortized version, since a bucket that is empty in the amortized version will only contain real vertices
with a shadow, and each bucket has capacity si+1, which cannot decrease during resets.
For the inductive step ti > 0, we know that before this update level i+ 1 had a bucket without shadow
vertices that was either completely empty (if ti > s
i+1), or had at most si+1 − (ti − 1) real vertices, each
with a shadow. If the bucket was already empty, we are done. Otherwise, note that during the simulation
step, the only time new vertices are created on level i+ 1 is when level i fills up, which did not happen,
as ti > 0. During a move step, we move and recolor one vertex from a bucket without shadow vertices
and with the least number of real vertices, each with a shadow. Therefore, there must now be a bucket
without shadow vertices and with at most si+1 − ti real vertices, each with a shadow.
Lemma 3. At least si+1 updates are required for level i to fill up again after a reset or after it has filled
up.
Proof. Note that levels only fill up during the simulation step. Therefore this is a property of the
amortized version of the algorithm. We prove the lemma by induction on i. Since each update creates at
most one vertex on level 0, and there are s buckets, the lemma holds for level 0. Vertices on level i > 0
are only created when level i− 1 fills up. By induction, this happens at most every si updates, and each
occurrence creates these vertices in only one bucket. Since there are s buckets on level i, it takes at least
si+1 updates for it to fill up.
By combining Lemmas 2 and 3 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. When level i fills up, there is an empty bucket on level i+ 1 (for 0 ≤ i < d− 1).
Lemma 4. When a reset happens, the secondary reset bucket is empty.
Proof. Initially, the entire point set is contained in the primary reset bucket, and the secondary one is
empty. Since only a reset can create shadow vertices in a reset bucket, the lemma holds at the first reset.
When a subsequent reset happens, we have performed at least sd ≥ NR updates in order to fill up level
d− 1 by Lemma 3. Since we move one vertex from the secondary reset bucket to the primary reset bucket
during each move step, and the secondary reset bucket contains at most NR vertices, this bucket will be
empty when the next reset happens.
This shows that an empty bucket is available when needed, completing the correctness proof. The
additional reset bucket increases the number of colors we use by C compared to the amortized algorithm,
giving the following result.
Theorem 3. For any integer d > 0, the de-amortized small-buckets algorithm is an O(dN1/d)-competitive
recoloring algorithm that uses at most d+ 2 vertex recolorings per update.
3.3 Big-buckets algorithm
As for the small-buckets algorithm, the de-amortized big-buckets algorithm splits the work into a simulation
step, in which we move and recolor shadow vertices according to the amortized algorithm, and a move
step in which we move and recolor a small number of real vertices to their shadows. The main difference
is that we double all buckets, instead of just the reset bucket. There is a primary and secondary version
of every bucket, each with its own set of colours. The primary buckets contain shadow vertices and
real vertices without a shadow, while the secondary buckets contain only real vertices with a shadow.
The simulation step acts only on the primary buckets, while the move step takes real vertices from the
secondary buckets to their shadows in the primary buckets. The primary and secondary bucket on a level
7
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: One vertex insertion in the de-amortized big-buckets algorithm. (a) Before the update. (b)
During the simulation step the new vertex causes the first two levels to fill up, creating shadow vertices
in the secondary third bucket and swapping the roles of these bucket pairs. (c) During the move step we
move and recolor up to s vertices from each level.
switch roles when new shadow vertices are added to the level. We prove that this happens only when the
secondary bucket is empty.
Recall that the high point invariant states that bucket i contains at most si+1 − si vertices. When a
vertex is inserted, the amortized big-bucket algorithm tries to place it in bucket 0. If this violates the
high point invariant, the bucket is emptied into the bucket on the next level, and so on, until we reach a
level where the high point invariant is not violated. If such a level does not exist, we trigger a reset.
The de-amortized algorithm simulates this as follows. During the simulation step, we find the first
level i where we can insert the new vertex and all vertices on lower levels without violating the high point
invariant. We give all these vertices, along with the vertices in the primary bucket of level i, a shadow in
the secondary bucket of level i and compute a coloring for them, see Fig. 3. We then switch the roles of
the primary and secondary buckets for all levels involved. During the move step, we move and recolor v
to its shadow. In addition, we move and recolor up to s vertices from each level’s secondary bucket and
the secondary reset bucket to their shadows.
If we cannot find a level to insert the new vertex without violating the high point invariant, we reset.
This involves discarding all current shadow vertices and creating a new shadow vertex in the secondary
reset bucket for each real vertex, computing a coloring for these vertices, and switching the primary and
secondary reset buckets. We also recompute s and increase the bucket sizes if necessary.
Analysis For correctness, the only thing we need to show is that, when we place shadow vertices in a
secondary bucket on level i, that bucket is empty. A similar argument shows that the secondary reset
bucket is empty whenever the high point invariant would fail for level d− 1.
Lemma 5. When an update causes us to place shadow vertices in the secondary bucket of level i, that
bucket is empty.
Proof. Since the buckets on level 0 contain fewer than s vertices, the move step after each update empties
the secondary bucket. For i > 0, recall that we only place shadow vertices here if the high point invariant
would have been violated at level i− 1, which means that there are at least si − si−1 + 1 real vertices in
the levels before i. Moreover, none of these vertices have a shadow, since each level’s secondary bucket is
empty by induction, and the primary bucket contains only real vertices without a shadow. Recall that,
whenever we place shadow vertices in the secondary bucket of level i, we do this for all of the vertices on
the lower levels. Thus, these si − si−1 + 1 vertices were inserted after the secondary bucket was last filled.
Since each move step moves s vertices from the secondary bucket into the primary bucket, and since the
buckets on level i contain no more than si+1 − si vertices by the high point invariant, the secondary
bucket will be empty before the current insertion.
The number of colors used is doubled compared to the amortized version, but the number of recolorings
per operation is the same: 1 for the inserted vertex, at most s− 1 for level 0, and at most s for every
other level and the reset bucket.
Theorem 4. For any integer d > 0, the de-amortized big-buckets algorithm is an O(d)-competitive
recoloring algorithm that uses at most (d+ 1)s = O(dN1/d) vertex recolorings per update.
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4 Lower bound
In this section we prove a lower bound on the amortized number of recolorings for any algorithm that
maintains a c-coloring of a 2-colorable graph, for any constant c ≥ 2. We say that a vertex is c-colored if
it has a color in [c] = {1, . . . , c}. For simplicity of description, we assume that a recoloring algorithm
only recolors vertices when an edge is inserted and not when an edge is deleted, as edge deletions do not
invalidate the coloring. This assumption causes no loss of generality, as we can delay the recolorings an
algorithm would perform in response to an edge deletion until the next edge insertion.
The proof for the lower bound consists of several parts. We begin with a specific initial configuration
and present a strategy for an adversary that constructs a large configuration with a specific colouring and
then repeatedly performs costly operations in this configuration. In light of this strategy, a recoloring
algorithm has a few choices: it can allow the configuration to be built and perform the recolorings required,
it can destroy the configuration by recoloring parts of it instead of performing the operations, or it can
prevent the configuration from being built in the first place by recoloring parts of the building blocks.
We show that all these options require an amortized large number of recolorings.
4.1 Maintaining a 3-coloring
To make the general lower bound easier to understand, we first show that to maintain a 3-coloring, we
need at least Ω(n1/3) recolorings on average per update.
Lemma 6. For any sufficiently large n and any m ≥ 2n1/3, there exists a forest with n vertices, such that
for any recoloring algorithm A, there exists a sequence of m updates that forces A to perform Ω(m · n1/3)
vertex recolorings to maintain a 3-coloring throughout this sequence.
Proof. Let A be any recoloring algorithm that maintains a 3-coloring of a forest under updates. We use
an adversarial strategy to choose a sequence of updates on a specific forest with n nodes that forces A to
recolor “many” vertices. We start by describing the initial forest structure.
. . . . . . . . .
n2/3 − 1 leaves
. . .
n1/3 1-trees
. . .
. . .
. . .
n2/3 − 1 leaves n
1/3
9 1-trees
. . . . . .
Figure 4: (left) A 1-configuration is any forest that has many 1-trees as induced subgraphs. (right) A 2-tree is
constructed by connecting the roots of many 1-trees.
A 1-tree is a rooted (star) tree with a distinguished vertex as its root and n2/3− 1 leaf nodes attached
to it. Initially, our forest consists of n1/3 pairwise disjoint 1-trees, which account for all n vertices in
our forest. The sequence of updates we construct never performs a cut operation among the edges of a
1-tree. Thus, the forest remains a 1-configuration: a forest of rooted trees with the n1/3 independent
1-trees as induced subgraphs; see Fig. 4 (left). We require that the induced subtrees are not upside down,
that is, the root of the 1-tree should be closer to the root of the full tree than its children. Intuitively, a
1-configuration is simply a collection of our initial 1-trees linked together into larger trees.
Let F be a 1-configuration. We assume that A has already chosen an initial 3-coloring of F . We
assign a color to each 1-tree as follows. Since each 1-tree is properly 3-colored, the leaves cannot have
the same color as the root. Thus, a 1-tree T always has at least n
2/3−1
2 leaves of some color C, and C is
different from the color of the root. We assign the color C to T . In this way, each 1-tree is assigned one
of the three colors. We say that a 1-tree with assigned color C becomes invalid if it has no children of
color C left. Notice that to invalidate a 1-tree, algorithm A needs to recolor at least n
2/3−1
2 of its leaves.
Since the coloring uses only three colors, there are at least n
1/3
3 1-trees with the same assigned color, say
X. In the remainder, we focus solely on these 1-trees.
A 2-tree is a tree obtained by merging n
1/3
9 1-trees with assigned color X, as follows. First, we cut the
edge connecting the root of each 1-tree to its parent, if it has one. Next, we pick a distinguished 1-tree
with root r, and connect the root of each of the other n
1/3
9 − 1 1-trees to r. In this way, we obtain a 2-tree
whose root r has n2/3 − 1 leaf children from the 1-tree of r, and n1/39 − 1 new children that are the roots
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of other 1-trees; see Fig. 4 (right) for an illustration. This construction requires n
1/3
9 − 1 edge insertions
and at most n
1/3
9 edge deletions (if every 1-tree root had another parent in the 1-configuration).
We build 3 such 2-trees in total. This requires at most 6(n
1/3
9 ) =
2n1/3
3 updates. If none of our 1-trees
became invalid, then since our construction involves only 1-trees with the same assigned color X, no
2-tree can have a root with color X. Further, since the algorithm maintains a 3-coloring, there must be
at least two 2-trees whose roots have the same color. We can now perform a matching link, by connecting
the roots of these two trees by an edge (in general, we may need to perform a cut first). To maintain
a 3-coloring after a matching link, A must recolor the root of one of the 2-trees and either recolor all
its non-leaf children or invalidate a 1-tree. If no 1-tree has become invalidated, this requires at least
n1/3
9 recolorings, and we again have two 2-trees whose roots have the same color. Thus, we can perform
another matching link between them. We keep doing this until we either performed n
1/3
6 matching links,
or a 1-tree is invalidated.
Therefore, after at most n1/3 updates ( 2n
1/3
3 for the construction of the 2-trees, and
n1/3
3 for the
matching links), we either have an invalid 1-tree, in which case A recolored at least n
2/3−1
2 nodes, or we
performed n
1/3
6 matching links, which forced at least
n1/3
6 · n
1/3
9 =
n2/3
54 recolorings. In either case, we
forced A to perform at least Ω(n2/3) vertex recolorings, using at most n1/3 updates.
Since no edge of a 1-tree was cut, we still have a valid 1-configuration, where the process can be
restarted. Consequently, for any m ≥ 2n1/3, there exists a sequence of m updates that starts with a
1-configuration and forces A to perform b m
n1/3
cΩ(n2/3) = Ω(m · n1/3) vertex recolorings.
4.2 On k-trees
· · ·{ { { {n2/c
0-trees n
2(c−2)
c(c−1)
1-trees
n
2(c−k+1)
c(c−1)
(k − 2)-trees
n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
(k − 1)-trees
Figure 5: A k-tree is constructed by connecting the roots
of a large number of (k − 1)-trees.
We are now ready to describe a general lower
bound for any number of colors c. The general
approach is the same as when using 3 colors: We
construct trees of height up to c+1, each excluding
a different color for the root of the merged trees.
By now connecting two such trees, we force the
algorithm A to recolor the desired number of
vertices.
A 0-tree is a single node, and for each 1 ≤
k ≤ c, a k-tree is a tree obtained recursively by
merging 2 · n 2(c−k)c(c−1) (k− 1)-trees as follows: Pick a (k− 1)-tree and let r be its root. Then, for each of the
2 · n 2(c−k)c(c−1) − 1 remaining (k − 1)-trees, connect their root to r with an edge; see Fig. 5 for an illustration.
As a result, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, a k-tree T consists of a root r with 2 · n 2(c−j−1)c(c−1) − 1 j-trees, called
the j-subtrees of T , whose root hangs from r. The root of a j-subtree of T is called a j-child of T . By
construction, r is also the root of a j-tree which we call the core j-tree of T .
Whenever a k-tree is constructed, it is assigned a color that is present among a “large” fraction of
its (k − 1)-children. Indeed, whenever a k-tree is assigned a color ck, we guarantee that it has at least⌈
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
⌉
(k − 1)-children of color ck. We describe later how to choose the color that is assigned to a
k-tree.
We say that a k-tree that was assigned color ck has a color violation if its root no longer has a
(k − 1)-child with color ck. We say that a k-tree T becomes invalid if either (1) it has a color violation or
(2) if a core j-tree of T has a color violation for some 1 ≤ j < k; otherwise we say that T is valid.
Observation 1. To obtain a color violation in a k-tree constructed by the above procedure, A needs to
recolor at least
⌈
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
⌉
vertices.
Proof. Let T be a valid k-tree constructed by the above procedure. Assume that T was assigned color
ck and recall that by definition, T had at least
⌈
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
⌉
(k − 1)-children of color ck when its color
was assigned. Therefore, in order for T to have a color violation, A needs to change the color of at least⌈
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
⌉
vertices.
Notice that a valid c-colored k-tree of color ck cannot have a root with color ck. Formally, color ck is
blocked for the root of a k-tree if this root has a child with color ck. In particular, the color assigned to a
k-tree and the colors assigned to its core j-trees for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 are blocked as long as the tree is valid.
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4.3 On k-configurations
A 0-configuration is a set F0 of c-colored nodes, where |F0| = T0 = αn, for some sufficiently large constant
α which will be specified later. For 1 ≤ k < c, a k-configuration is a set Fk of Tk k-trees, where
Tk =
α
(4c)k
· n1−
∑k
i=1
2(c−i)
c(c−1) .
Note that the trees of a k-configuration may be part of m-trees for m > k. If at least Tk2 k-trees in a
k-configuration are valid, then the configuration is valid.
For our construction, we let the initial configuration F0 be an arbitrary c-colored 0-configuration in
which each vertex is c-colored. To construct a k-configuration Fk from a valid (k − 1)-configuration Fk−1,
consider the at least Tk−12 valid (k − 1)-trees from Fk−1. Recall that the trees of Fk−1 may be part of
larger trees, but since we consider edge deletions as “free” operations we can separate the trees. Since
each of these trees has a color assigned, among them at least Tk−12c have the same color assigned to them.
Let ck−1 denote this color.
Because each k-tree consists of 2 · n 2(c−k)c(c−1) (k − 1)-trees, to obtain Fk we merge Tk−12c (k − 1)-trees of
color ck−1 into Tk k-trees, where
Tk =
Tk−1
2c
· 1
2 · n 2(c−k)c(c−1)
=
α
(4c)k
· n1−
∑k
i=1
2(c−i)
c(c−1) .
Once the k-configuration Fk is constructed, we perform a color assignment to each k-tree in Fk as
follows: For a k-tree τ of Fk whose root has 2 · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1) − 1 c-colored (k − 1)-children, we assign τ a color
that is shared by at least
⌊
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1) − 1
⌋
of these (k−1)-children. Therefore, τ has at least
⌊
2
c · n
2(c−k)
c(c−1)
⌋
children of its assigned color. After these color assignments, if each (k− 1)-tree used is valid, then each of
the Tk k-trees of Fk is also valid. Thus, Fk is a valid configuration. Moreover, for Fk to become invalid,
A would need to invalidate at least Tk2 of its k-trees.
Observation 2. Let τ be a valid j-tree with color cj assigned to it. If r is the root of τ , then r has at
least one (j − 1)-child with color cj.
The following result shows how colors are distributed inside a valid k-tree.
Lemma 7. Let Fk be a valid k-configuration. For each 1 ≤ j < k, each core j-tree of a valid k-tree of
Fk has color cj assigned to it. Moreover, ci 6= cj for each 1 ≤ i < j < k.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on k. For k = 0 the results holds trivially. Assume the result holds
for k − 1.
When constructing Fk−1 from Fk, we know that each (k−1)-tree in Fk is assigned the same color ck−1.
Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, for each 1 ≤ j < k − 1, each core j-tree of a valid (k − 1)-tree in
Fk−1 had color cj assigned to it. Thus, each core j-tree of a valid k-tree also has color cj assigned to it.
We now show that ci 6= cj for each i < j. Let τj be a core j-tree of a valid k-tree in Fk with color cj .
Since every core j-tree of a valid k-tree is also valid, τj is a valid j-tree. Therefore, there is a (j − 1)-child,
say r, of τk of color cj . Let τj−1 be the (j − 1)-subtree of τj rooted at r. Since τj−1 has color cj−1
assigned to it by the first part of this lemma, we know that its root cannot have color cj−1. Therefore,
cj 6= cj−1 and hence, we can assume that i < j − 1.
By construction and since i < j − 1, we know that r is also the root of its core i-tree, say τi. Because
τi is valid and has color ci, it must have an (i − 1)-child v of color ci. Since r is the root of τi, r and
v are adjacent. Because r has color cj while v has color ci, and since Fk is c-colored, we conclude that
ci 6= cj .
We also provide bounds on the number of updates needed to construct a k-configuration.
Lemma 8. Using Θ(
∑k
i=j Ti) = Θ(Tj) edge insertions, we can construct a k-configuration from a valid
j-configuration.
Proof. To merge Tk−12c (k − 1)-trees to into Tk k-trees, we need Θ(Tk−1) edge insertions. Thus, in total,
to construct a k-configuration from a j-configuration, we need Θ(
∑k
i=j Ti) = Θ(Tj) edge insertions.
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4.4 Reset phase
Throughout the construction of a k-configuration, the recoloring-algorithm A may recolor several vertices
which could lead to invalid subtrees in Fj for any 1 ≤ j < k. Because A may invalidate some trees from
Fj while constructing Fk from Fk−1, one of two things can happen. If Fj is a valid j-configuration for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, then we continue and try to construct a (k + 1)-configuration from Fk. Otherwise a reset
is triggered as follows.
Let 1 ≤ j < k be an integer such that Fi is a valid i-configuration for each 0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1, but Fj is
not valid. Since Fj was a valid j-configuration with at least Tj valid j-trees when it was first constructed,
we know that in the process of constructing Fk from Fj , at least
Tj
2 j-trees where invalidated by A. We
distinguish two ways in which a tree can be invalid:
(1) the tree has a color violation, but all its j−1-subtrees are valid and no core i-tree for 1 ≤ i ≤ j−1
has a color violation; or
(2) A core i-tree has a color violation for 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1, or the tree has a color violation and at least
one of its (j − 1)-subtrees is invalid.
In case (1) the algorithm A has to perform fewer recolorings, but the tree can be made valid again with a
color reassignment, whereas in case (2) the j-tree has to be rebuild.
Let Y0, Y1 and Y2 respectively be the set of j-trees of Fj that are either valid, or are invalid by case
(1) or (2) respectively. Because at least
Tj
2 j-trees were invalidated, we know that |Y1| + |Y2| > Tj2 .
Moreover, for each tree in Y1, A recolored at least
2
c · n
2(c−j)
c(c−1) − 1 vertices to create the color violation on
this j-tree by Observation 1. For each tree in Y2 however, A created a color violation in some i-tree for
i < j. Therefore, for each tree in Y2, by Observation 1, the number of vertices that A recolored is at least
2
c · n
2(c−i)
c(c−1) − 1 > 2c · n
2(c−j+1)
c(c−1) − 1.
Case 1: |Y1| > |Y2|. Recall that each j-tree in Y1 has only valid (j − 1)-subtrees by the definition of
Y1. Therefore, each j-tree in Y1 can be made valid again by performing a color assignment on it while
performing no update. In this way, we obtain |Y0| + |Y1| > Tj2 valid j-trees, i.e., Fj becomes a valid
j-configuration contained in Fk. Notice that when a color assignment is performed on a j-tree, vertex
recolorings previously performed on its (j − 1)-children cannot be counted again towards invalidating this
tree.
Since we have a valid j-configuration instead of a valid k-configuration, we “wasted” some edge
insertions. We say that the insertion of each edge in Fk that is not an edge of Fj is a wasted edge
insertion. By Lemma 8, to construct Fk from Fj we used Θ(Tj) edge insertions. That is, Θ(Tj) edge
insertions became wasted. However, while we wasted Θ(Tj) edge insertions, we also forced A to perform
Ω(|Y1|·n
2(c−j)
c(c−1) ) = Ω(Tj ·n
2(c−j)
c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings. Since 1 ≤ j < k ≤ c−1, we know that n 2(c−j)c(c−1) ≥ n 2c(c−1) .
Therefore, we can charge A with Ω(n
2
c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings per wasted edge insertion. Finally, we
remove each edge corresponding to a wasted edge insertion, i.e., we remove all the edges used to construct
Fk from Fj . Since we assumed that A performs no recoloring on edge deletions, we are left with a valid
j-configuration Fj .
Case 2: |Y2| > |Y1|. In this case |Y2| > Tj4 . Recall that Fj−1 is a valid (j − 1)-configuration by our
choice of j. In this case, we say that the insertion of each edge in Fk that is not an edge of Fj−1 is a wasted
edge insertion. By Lemma 8, we constructed Fk from Fj−1 using Θ(Tj−1) wasted edge insertions. However,
while we wasted Θ(Tj−1) edge insertions, we also forced A to perform Ω(|Y2| ·n
2(c−j+1)
c(c−1) ) = Ω(Tj ·n
2(c−j+1)
c(c−1) )
vertex recolorings. That is, we can charge A with Ω(
Tj
Tj−1
· n 2(c−j+1)c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings per wasted edge
insertions. Since
Tj−1
Tj
= 4c · n 2(c−j)c(c−1) , we conclude that A was charged Ω(n 2c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings per
wasted edge insertion. Finally, we remove each edge corresponding to a wasted edge insertion, i.e., we go
back to the valid (j − 1)-configuration Fj−1 as before.
Regardless of the case, we know that during a reset consisting of a sequence of h wasted edge insertions,
we charged A with the recoloring of Ω(h · n 2c(c−1) ) vertices. Notice that each edge insertion is counted
as wasted at most once as the edge that it corresponds to is deleted during the reset phase. A vertex
recoloring may be counted more than once. However, a vertex recoloring on a vertex v can count towards
invalidating any of the trees it belongs to. Recall though that v belongs to at most one i-tree for each
0 ≤ i ≤ c. Moreover, two things can happen during a reset phase that count the recoloring of v towards
the invalidation of a j-tree containing it: either (1) a color assignment is performed on this j-tree or (2)
this j-tree is destroyed by removing its edges corresponding to wasted edge insertions. In the former case,
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we know that v needs to be recolored again in order to contribute to invalidating this j-tree. In the latter
case, the tree is destroyed and hence, the recoloring of v cannot be counted again towards invalidating
it. Therefore, the recoloring of a vertex can be counted towards invalidating any j-tree at most c times
throughout the entire construction. Since c is assumed to be a constant, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 9. After a reset phase in which h edge insertions become wasted, we can charge A with
Ω(h · n 2c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings. Moreover, A will be charged at most O(1) times for each recoloring.
After a reset, we consider our new valid j- or (j − 1)-configuration (depending on the above case),
and continue our construction trying to reach a c-configuration.
4.5 Constructing a c-tree
If A stops triggering resets, then at some point we reach a (c − 1)-configuration. In this section, we
describe what happens when constructing a c-configuration from this (c− 1)-configuration. Recall that a
color ci is blocked for the root of a k-tree if this root has a child with color ci.
Lemma 10. Let Fk be a valid k-configuration. Then colors {c1, c2, . . . , ck−1} are blocked for the root of
each valid k-tree in Fk.
Proof. Let τ be a valid k-tree in Fk with root r. Recall that τ is also the root of a valid j-tree for each
1 ≤ j < k. Let τj be the j-tree rooted at r. By Lemma 7, we know that τj was assigned color cj . By
Observation 2, r has a child of color cj . Therefore, r has color cj blocked. In summary, r has colors
{c1, c2, . . . , ck−1} blocked.
A valid (c− 1)-configuration Fc−1 consists of at least Tc−12 valid (c− 1)-trees, where
Tc−1 =
α
(4c)c−1
· n1−
∑c−1
i=1
2(c−i)
c(c−1) = O(1).
Therefore, by choosing α sufficiently large, we can guarantee that Fc−1 consists of at least 2(c+ 1) valid
(c− 1)-trees.
Because Fc−1 is valid, half of its (c + 1)-trees are valid, i.e., it consists of at least (c + 1) valid
(c − 1)-trees. Because each of these trees has a color assigned to it, among them at least two valid
(c− 1)-trees τ and τ ′ have the same color assigned to them. Since Fc−1 is a valid (c− 1)-configuration,
Lemma 10 implies that each valid (c− 1)-tree in Fc−1 has colors {c1, . . . , cc−2} blocked. Let cc−1 denote
the color assigned to τ and τ ′.
Note that the roots of τ and τ ′ have color cc−1 blocked by Observation 2. Moreover, since both τ and
τ ′ have colors {c1, . . . , cc−2} blocked, we conclude that their roots have the same color.
To construct a c-tree, we consider these 2 · n 2(c−c)c(c−1) = 2 valid (c− 1)-trees and add an edge connecting
their roots. Since the roots of τ and τ ′ have the same color, A needs to recolor one of them, say r.
However, to recolor r with color ci, it must recolor each child of r with color ci. That is, in the core
i-tree rooted at r, r ends with no children of color ci. Since this i-tree has color ci assigned to it by
Lemma 7, this makes the core i-tree rooted at r invalid and triggers a reset. Therefore, every time we
reach a c-configuration we guarantee that a reset is triggered.
Theorem 5. Let c be a constant. For any sufficiently large integers n and α depending only on c, and
any m = Ω(n) sufficiently large, there exists a forest F with αn vertices, such that for any recoloring
algorithm A, there exists a sequence of m updates that forces A to perform Ω(m ·n 2c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings
to maintain a c-coloring of F .
Proof. Use the construction described in this section until m updates have been performed. Let m′ ≤ m
be the number of edge insertions during this sequence of m updates. Notice that m′ ≥ m/2 as an edge
can only be deleted if it was first inserted and we start with a graph having no edges.
During the construction, A can be charged with Ω(n
2
c(c−1) ) vertex recolorings per wasted edge insertion
by Lemma 9. Because the graph in our construction consists of at most O(n) edges at all times, at most
O(n) of the performed edge insertions are non-wasted. Since every other edge insertion is wasted during
a reset, we know that A recolored Ω((m′ − n) · n 2c(c−1) ) vertices. Because m′ ≥ m/2 and since m = Ω(n),
our results follows.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced the first method for recoloring few vertices so as to maintain a proper coloring
of a large graph with theoretical guarantees. These results give rise to a number of open problems.
The obvious one being to close the gap between the upper bounds achieved by our algorithms and the
lower bound construction. This question is open even for the case of dynamic forests. It is also worth
investigating if a similar lower bound construction can give improved lower bounds for graphs with a
higher chromatic number.
Another thing to note is that our algorithms use the maximum chromatic number. This is undesirable
when the graph starts with high chromatic number, but after a number of operations has far lower
chromatic number, for example because a number of edges of a large clique are deleted. In this case, an
upper bound on the number of colors and recolorings that uses the current chromatic number instead of
the maximum would be better.
Finally, there are a number of different models to consider. For example, can we improve the algorithms
when we support only a subset of the operations, such as only vertex insertion? A number of operations
can be simulated using the other operations (for example, vertex removal can be effectively achieved
by removing all edges to the vertex and ignoring it in the rest of the execution), however this changes
the number of operations we execute, possibly allowing fewer recolorings per operation. Similarly, it is
interesting to see what happens when we allow different operations, such as edge flips on triangulations
or edge slides for trees?
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